Ronald Reagan believed Egyptian hieroglyphics described Alien and UFOs and reached pretty much the same conclusions you had - but feared the were demonic - to the point he was obsessed. He came at this with a strong Christian back ground and conventional thinking bias. The fact UFOs had messed with nukes in both the USSR and USA ended the cold war - Reagan used this as a pact with the USSR as a common enemy. http://www.salon.com/news/the_real_reagan/index.html?story=/politics/war_room/2011/02/04/reag
The skeptics come up with some interesting ways to try to debunk what appears in the Egyptian hieroglyphics.... but as you said written in stone from far away from Egypt this was found on a cave wall in India and would be a whole lot harder to question that this is not a drawing of direct observation and debunk it when people are having the identical experiences and seeing the same objects now in the skies.... and sure seems to tilt the evidence to the conclusions you reached.

But before you dismiss God..... (and am just stating what now the Vatican is saying) if indeed they created us - the question thus is who created them..... so in this way God remains in the equation... if they be gods in the small letter case, the Vatican is saying God remains God in the upper case.

Edit: Speaking of Disclosure in the news.... look at this U.N. Bill and the wording - appears to be essentially a peace treaty between humans and ET and stipulates some clear conditions of interaction between ET and humans in the past.
treaty would ban space weapons for earthlings and etc

From: http://unhypnotize.com/et-ufo-disclosure/53900-ufo-disclosure.html